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"Here, clearly demonstrated, are principles for constructing linear
perspective drawings and experimental works of cinema that will help
you use digital tools in the design studio. As an architect, your
drawings need to examine how parts or spaces connect and relate in
abstract, or analytical ways. These approaches to drawing and
modeling will let you see the information that analytical graphics show.
And you'll learn to use film in the same way. Author Thomas Forget
explains how to construct linear perspective drawings and illustrates
experimental movie-making strategies. By combining these two
methods you can analyze and improve your drawings and increase your
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graphic literacy. He includes case studies of recent drawing, movie-
making, and architecture created by practicing architects, such as Mies
van der Rohe and Lewis Tsurumaki Lewis; by filmmakers, such as
William Whyte and Thom Andersen; and by students, to show you the
best of what's been done. And he presents the theory behind how to
represent buildings that will inspire and get you thinking"--


